Search, Convert, & Collaborate on Case Files in One Place
Accusoft solutions help law firms and legal departments build a more productive operation
with unique technology that enables easy digital document processing. Replacing manual and
labor intensive processes like redaction, our integrated content processing tools streamline
collaboration and information-sharing while keeping case files and intellectual property secure.

Optimize eDiscovery Workflows
With powerful search, auto-redaction, and data capture from multiple file types, our
solutions for legal applications will make your eDiscovery workflow more efficient so you
can spend more time focusing on your clients.

Streamline Case Management
Simplify the way you perform case reviews by integrating data capture, file conversion,
and OCR into your application. Easily tag documents with client numbers, names, and
other identifying information for quick search and sorting.

Enable Greater Collaboration
Create a secure environment for information sharing with a collection of collaboration
tools like markup, comparison, redaction, and approval. Remote team members, external
clients, and internal employees can collaborate across multiple file types in addition to
preserving unaltered versions of the original documents.

Make Smarter Decisions Faster
Process every legal document accurately, efficiently, and cost-effectively. Capture and
validate information in any format while removing process latency. Modernize and
automate your operations by providing internal structure and clarity so you can reach
your goals for compliance, consistency, and quality control.
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Integrated Solutions for Your Legal Application
Learn more about our legal application offerings.
PrizmDoc Viewer

PrizmDoc Editor

PrizmDoc Viewer is a feature-rich
document viewer used by developers
to deliver seamless web and mobile
viewing experiences to their users. Easy
to integrate and 100% customizable, this
powerful collection of REST APIs and
UI Components enables developers
to embed functionality like viewing,
annotation, redaction, and more into their
applications.

PrizmDoc Editor is a secure document
editor used by developers to deliver inbrowser document creation and editing
functionality to their users. With whitelabel capabilities and a customizable
interface, this powerful document editor
easily integrates with collaboration
platforms such as CRM, CMS, and more
for a seamless user experience.

OnTask

ImageGear

OnTask is a document automation
platform, backed by over 20 years of
Accusoft’s document imaging expertise.
Our powerful and flexible platform helps
you standardize processes, reduce risk,
and ultimately increase your team’s
productivity. Unlock your data, automate
approval and signing processes, and
streamline your workflows.

ImageGear is a developer toolkit that
easily integrates into virtually any
application. It helps end-users view,
edit, and search different types of files
like images, documents, and PDFs.
In addition, it offers powerful OCR,
compression, conversion, and scanning
for 100 different file types including .JPG,
CAD, TIFF, PDF, DICOM, and more.

Discover a better way to manage your caseloads and automate document processes with our content
processing tools. For more information on our legal solutions, contact us at sales@accusoft.com.
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